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I. 		

Introduction

		

This project involves the restoration of a derelict Nasrid Tower near Almeria, Spain, which was originally the
main architectural feature of a small fortress. The Tower was a marker of the Muslim frontier, and used as a
lookout and beacon to warn the local community of impending raids. The fortress provided local residents
with shelter during times of political turmoil. The project combines the sensitive conservation of the medieval
building with bold modern interventions contrasting in form and material, giving prominence to the historic
structure and ensuring that it dominates the landscape, as it did in its heyday. The revalorisation of the Tower
has made it an important community attraction, often used for community celebrations.

II. 		

Contextual Information

A.		

Brief historical background
The project involves the restoration of a Nasrid defensive Tower at the confluence of two ramblas (creeks
which are usually dry) close to the town of Huercal-Overa, north of Almeria. Archaeological work during this
project revealed that what had previously been thought to be a free-standing defensive structure was actually
the main tower of a small hill-top fort, which also comprised three much smaller towers and a defensive
wall. Most of these other elements have disappeared, (except for the remains of one of the smaller towers).
A large cemetery was found nearby, and is indicative that there was extensive fighting in the vicinity of the
Tower during the twilight of the Nasrid period as this was a frontier zone. The archaeological evidence also
suggests that the first level of the Tower may date from the 12th or 13th centuries, while the top two levels are
from the 14th century. The fortress was what was called an atalaya and manara, both words that are Arabic in
origin, the first meaning a look-out point and the second meaning a light-house or a place for fire. The fort’s
location in close proximity to the Christian kingdom of Lorca is what gave it importance. It is thought that
when Christian armies were seen approaching in the distance, a fire would be lit at the top of the Tower, the
smoke warning the Muslim inhabitants of the surrounding area to seek refuge. The small enclosure created
by the fortress was used to shelter the local population and their flocks from Christian raids.
The fortress was gradually abandoned and was in semi-ruined state. During the Spanish Civil War (193639) it was modified in a makeshift manner so that it could be used if necessary. As the original entrance (at
a high level) was thought to be a window, would-be users of the tower dug into it from its base, creating
a shaft leading up to its first storey. Apertures were created to enable it to be used for modern warfare. In
the immediate vicinity, a tunnel was dug into the hillside with openings to enable gunmen to fire upon their
enemies. Despite these preparations, it does not seem to have been used during that period.
In the 1970s, a local grandee aspiring towards the acquisition of a title needed a historic castle to make his
claim to an aristocratic background. He purchased the fort from the state and refurbished it, adding a new
entrance and a grand staircase leading up to it.
It was then reacquired by the state, but left as an empty monument and eventually fell into decline. Visiting
the Tower was the local adventure for villagers, especially teenagers.
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B.		

Local architectural character

		 The Nasrid Tower overlooks the village of Huercal-Overa, which has no visible remains from the Nasrid
period. The main church is a Baroque building dating from the mid-18th century, but most other building is
later. There is a plethora of modern buildings. There is little architectural similarity between the Tower and
the buildings of the village. Nonetheless, the Tower is a local landmark, seen at a distance towering over
rocky escarpments and hills. Its original defensive function is immediately clear.
C.		

Climatic conditions
Generally dry, although flash floods mean that water runs through the two ramblas below the Tower from
time to time.

D.		

Site and surroundings

		 The Tower is sited on the top of a hill with a steep cliff on its northeastern side. There are no surrounding
buildings except for an unfinished “chalet” built by the local government in the 1990s as part of a scheme to
develop local tourism which was halted by the regional government. The landscape consists of bushes and
shrubs and some small olive trees in one of the creeks below the tower.
E. 		

Topography
A hilly site, with the Tower sited at the top of the hill for defensive reasons. On one side of the Tower (the
northeast), the ground drops away steeply, forming a cliff face.

III.

Programme

A.		

History of the inception of the project
The local council had the idea of building a row of “chalets” on the hill leading up to tower to serve as holiday
lets. They did this without any authorisation from the regional government’s cultural committee. When the
regional government learned of this scheme, they decided that this sort of development would compromise
the historic integrity of the Tower and its surroundings. They decided that the right course of action would
be to tear down these unfinished holiday lets and invest in restoring the Tower, making more out of it as a
cultural landmark. They commissioned Castillo Miras Arquitectos to undertake the project, based on their
track record of repurposing derelict historic buildings. (The Andalusian Centre for Photography and the
restoration of derelict lime furnaces were two earlier projects that the architects had successfully delivered
in Almeria).
The local government has retained one of the “chalets” in the hope that it could be used as a facility for tourist
activity if required.

B.		

How were the architects and specialists chosen?
The architects were commissioned by the regional authority for culture, based on their track record of finding
creative ways of reusing/restoring historic buildings in derelict condition.
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C.		

General programme objectives
What the regional authority wanted from this project was a sensitive, thoughtful restoration of the Tower.
They also wanted the structure to become publically accessible.

D.		

Functional requirements

		

The function was to create a visitable tower, thereby converting a local ruin into a landmark and attraction
that would draw attention to the history of the site and region. Within these parameters and the general
programme objectives noted above, the architects had the freedom to create a restoration project as they saw
fit (subject to the approval of the authorities, of course).

IV.

Description

A.		

Building data
The Tower consists of a three-storey structure, with an underground cistern. The spaces on each floor are
articulated in different ways by the original vaulting.

B.		

Evolution of design concepts

		

The architects thought hard about how best to: a) preserve the original Nasrid Tower; b) intervene to make it
accessible; and c) create a clear visual distinction and contrast between the Tower and their own interventions.
They were keen to reinstate the dominance of the Tower as a regional landmark, accentuating its strategic
importance. One of the key decisions the architects made was that they wanted to convey the sense that
while the Tower was permanent, their interventions were ephemeral. From this premise, they developed the
idea that their interventions should look like freestanding objets trouvés – cast-away objects, surrounding a
building that had been there for centuries.
To do this, they designed their most significant interventions – the office and toilets container and the staircase
tower – to look like cast-away transport objects (a shipping container and a barrel). These are of pre-rusted
steel to convey the sense of their ephemerality with regards to the Tower. The architects thus designed the
modern interventions to look like objects that were already beginning to decay.
In their own words: “The project explores the dichotomy between the solid, ageless construction of the
existing Nasrid Tower, made by anonymous craftsmen, and the provisional, light, degradable nature of the
contemporary. The additions to the original building are conceived as future ruins: removable, temporary
objects, with a short life-span that will deteriorate and eventually be replaced.”

		

The architects also wanted to ensure that the restoration did not obliterate remains and ruins which are not at
present understood but could reveal additional information about the history of the structure in the future.

		

Response to physical constraints
The main physical constraint of the site is the steep hill leading up to the base of the Tower. While the
previous owner had built an imposing flight of steps leading up to it, the architects wanted to design a means
of obtaining access in a way that seemed part of and in perfect harmony with the landscape and that would
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not seem like an intervention. Their solution was a meandering path up the summit of the hill with very
discreet fencing, also pre-rusted, to give it the same sense of ephemerality as the rest of their interventions.
		

The pathway itself is discreet and the palette in keeping with the landscape and the Tower. The landscaping
is an integral part of the restoration project, and consists of a platform of small gravel with several concrete
cube “seats” leading to a pre-rusted iron container (the office and toilets) and a path winding up the hill to
the entrance of the Tower. The path is a combination of cast-concrete strips and mortar. The colour of all of
these elements matches the colour palette of the Tower itself – the result of many trials. The path is fenced,
and the fence has simple vertical members also of pre-rusted steel, with wire “ropes” between the posts. The
fence was designed to have minimal visual impact yet to fit with the other modern interventions.
There were physical challenges posed by the Tower itself – namely that the original entrance was significantly
higher than ground level – as access would originally have been by means of a ladder. In the 1970s, the
purchasers of the tower punched a new entrance into the historic fabric at ground level, but for the sake
of historical accuracy, the architects wanted to reinstate the old access point, and remove the incongruous
modern additions which distorted the spirit and purpose of the original construction. This would enable
them to restore the integrity of this defensive building. To do so, they had to find a means of creating access
without compromising or competing with the original structure.

		

Their response was to create an iron drum containing a spiral staircase, which connected to the structure of
the Tower itself by means of a bridge. The effect was for the staircase tower to look like a secondary object
placed next to the original, and from a distance for it to disappear visually from the viewer’s gaze. The drum
is semi-open, and the platform at the top of the stairs recalls one of the main purposes of the original Tower,
as a lookout. One thing that the architects were determined to do was to successfully design an intervention
that was sympathetic to the original construction without being mimicking. In its verticality, the staircase
tower is sympathetic in proportions to the Nasrid Tower, but while the latter is rectilinear and massive, the
former is cylindrical and hollow. The Tower is light and bright and eye-catching, the staircase is dark and
sober. What the architects saw as their challenge was to think about the complementarity of geometry, form
and material.

		

Response to user requirements
For the Tower to function as a visitor attraction, it needed a few basic requirements – one was an office for
the staff that would run it, and the other was toilet facilities. The solution that the architects came up with
was an iron container which housed both facilities. This followed their design approach of seeing their
intervention as consisting of portable objects that could be removed at any time. They mentioned the idea of
the container being inspired by the idea of shipping containers, which are perfectly transportable but robust.
Another intervention was to create seating areas for visitors to enjoy the setting and the views. They designed
cast-concrete cubes and rectilinear blocks, which look (and are) easily removable yet look solid at the same
time. The colour of these is greyish off-white responding to the colour of the lime covering of the Tower.

		

Purely formal aspects
While there is no massing here as such, there is a juxtaposition of elements: the rectangular white Tower is
juxtaposed with the impressive but nonetheless subordinate cylinder of the staircase tower, and on a lower
slope, the rectangular facilities (office and toilets) with the concrete seating blocks.
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The Tower is a very simple structure, bereft of ornamentation except for the traces of a “tree-of-life” design
scratched into the plaster of the vault at the uppermost level. The modern interventions are equally plain –
concrete blocks, a rusted steel container, a rusted cylinder with glass panels. The whole design is about form,
material and texture, not about decoration. It is worth bearing in mind that the Tower was entirely a functional
structure – it was built to serve a defensive purpose. The modern interventions are equally functional in their
design. For example, the spiral staircase is wide – reflecting the fact that this is a public building.
Of course the Tower also had a symbolic role to play; it was a symbol of the Muslim frontier. Likewise, the
modern interventions are symbolic of their own impermanence: new objects tangentially touching a historic
site.
		Landscaping
		

The landscaping consists of hard landscaping to enable access to the hilltop where the Tower is located and
the creation of seating areas. The hard landscaping consists of cast-concrete strips set into a mortar, small
pebbles and concrete blocks of square and rectangular form.

C.		

Structure, materials, technology
The restoration of the Tower involved the cleaning of the original exterior surface materials and the
replacement of the missing sections of lime mortar to reinstate the imposing white mass of the Tower which
restored it to the beacon it once was. The architects were careful to distinguish between the new mortar and
the original areas where cleaning was all that was required. On the highest levels of the Tower, the rammed
earth had crumbled away and needed restoration work to reinstate its form. The lime mortar served two
functions: one was to make the Tower visible from a great distance and the second was to deter insects.
In the interior, much of the mortar finish had disappeared. In many places the architects chose not to replaster the Tower to enable the construction techniques used to build the vaults to be seen by members of the
public – a means of educating them about building techniques, and of encouraging them to think about how
buildings are constructed.
As it was impossible to determine (especially within the time frame and budget available) what the original
interior flooring material was, it was covered with a new wooden floor placed on the original structure in a
way that makes it perfectly removable. The architects noted that there were many historic floor levels, and
wanted archaeologists in the future to be able to have access to these historic layers of the building’s history.
They chose a new floor that reads unmistakably as a modern intervention to ensure that the floor does not get
read as a historic aspect of the Tower.

		

Many of the modern interventions were in pre-rusted steel. Apart from the staircase tower and the facilities
block, a modern staircase banister was added to the interior staircases, and this too is in pre-rusted steel.
Concrete and mortar was used for the exterior paving and for the seating benches.

		Structural systems
Structural interventions included the removal of the 1970s staircase and entrance-way to the Tower. The
conservation philosophy adopted was to retain the interventions that had taken place during the Spanish Civil
War, seeing these as a significant modern use of the Tower for its original defensive purpose during a pivotal
period in modern Spanish history. Spanish Civil War modifications included the creation of gun slits at a
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high level called the “eyes of the Tower” by local residents. The 1970s interventions, however, were seen as
detracting from the integrity and original function of the structure, and, wherever possible, were removed.
		

As the Tower is partially constructed of rammed earth, in some cases it was not possible to tell how old some
of the elements were, and when the architects were in doubt, they left things as they were.
It was noted that the Tower traditionally would not have had sealed openings, and this principle was retained
in the restoration. Wooden slats allow air to circulate in the upper chambers of the Tower.

		 Based on archaeological evidence and physical remains, one of the three smaller towers comprising the
fort was partially rebuilt using the original stone found around it. A demarcating layer and date marks were
put in place to distinguish between the remains that had been found in place and the sections that had been
reassembled. The reassembly helped demonstrate the form of the original smaller towers.
		Materials
The modern materials used are pre-rusted steel, glass, concrete and mortar. The new floor is of oak. For the
restoration of the Tower itself, the main materials used were rammed earth and lime mortar.

D. 		

Origin of

		Labour force
		

The architects used a small local company to undertake the work, and mention that they both learned a lot in
the process.

		Professionals
Mercedes Miras Varela and Luis Castillo Villegas (Architects).
		Contractors
Construcciones Jose Lorenzo.

V. 		

Construction Schedule and Costs

A. 		

History of project design and implementation
Commission:
Design:
Construction:
Occupancy:

B. 		

Total costs and main sources of financing
639’000 EUR
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January 2005
November 2005 – February 2006
January 2009 – December 2009
March 2010

VI.

Technical Assessment

A.		

Functional assessment

		 From a functional point of view, the project is essentially about reinstating the importance of the Nasrid
Tower as a dominant landmark and local attraction. What was once a mysterious ruin and the place of
teenagers’ adventures has become an important local visitor attraction, a place where local village children
engage with their history, and where a wide range of celebrations take place, for example weddings, parties
to celebrate confirmations and other joyous rites of passage.
This intensification of community use is due to the practical interventions that have been introduced by this
scheme; the architects have reinstated the tower’s accessibility, and created discreet facilities to enable it to
function as a visitor attraction (toilets, a staircase, lighting, seating areas). The project has restored one of the
Tower’s original functions to that of being a lookout – transformed from a defensive lookout to a belvedere,
but a lookout nonetheless. It is open on the weekends for visits (which are free) and can be hired out for
private functions for the nominal cost of 100 EUR. Guided tours cost 0.50 EUR cents.
B.		

Climatic performance
Climatically, the architects chose materials that were durable and would weather well: the paving material,
for example, is very robust. The interior of the Tower is not entirely sealed off from the elements,
thereby preserving the historic relationship between the building and its environment; there was always
interconnectivity, and the robust simplicity of the original construction and the modern interventions mean
that there is little to worry about here.
While the windows have been discreetly glazed, they have wooden slats to allow the circulation of air
through the tower.

C.		

Response to treatment of water and rainfall

		

No major interventions

D.		

Environmental response

		

Does not apply

E.		

Choice of materials, level of technology
The materials were chosen based on their suitability to the existing structure. While the restoration of the
Tower itself was carried out as a meticulous conservation project restoring like for like (using lime mortar
and rammed earth), the interventions were conceived as being visibly modern: the pre-rusted steel, one of
most important of the restoration materials, was chosen because of its durability, the contrast it provides with
the white Tower, and because of its symbolic value, the timelessness of the historic Tower set against the
decay of the modern interventions.

		

The technological materials used are all widespread and available.
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F.		

Response to, and planning for, emergency situations

		

No major threats and no major interventions.

G. 		

Ageing and maintenance problems
The Tower is remarkably well maintained, and is in much better condition that one would expect for an
“exposed” building completed six years ago. There do not appear to be any maintenance problems, and the
lime mortar retains its whiteness, creating a striking contrast with the olive greens and dirt browns of the
landscape.
Local pride on the part of the authorities means that routine maintenance is excellent.

H. 		

Design features

		

The massing and volume of the modern interventions revolves around the use of simple geometric forms that
echo the simplicity of form of the Tower (but not its actual form). The two main volumetric interventions are
the cylindrical staircase tower and the cuboid facilities container. Smaller interventions are the combination
of the concrete cubes and cuboids used as seats.
Although bold in form and colour, the cylindrical staircase tower is subservient to the significantly larger
white form of the original Tower; likewise, the long, large facilities container looks small when seen in the
context of the open landscape surrounding it. The use of a dark colour and matte finish for the two major
interventions means that, though they are clearly visible, they also blend into the landscape.

I.		

Impact of the project on the site

		 The impact of the project on the site has been to increase pedestrian and vehicular movement to it, but
without compromising its integrity, as vehicular access stops at the lower level of the project and, from the
main facilities container upwards, access is only possible by foot. It is worth mentioning that although clearly
visible from the main road of Huercal-Overa, the Tower is at a distance and constitutes a considerable climb
for those who attempt to do it on foot.
J. 		

Durability and long-time viability of the project
The question of durability is an interesting one in the context of this project in which the design concept was
about creating modern interventions that: a) look as if they are decaying; b) can be removed easily; and c)
will seem like a short-term intervention with regards the venerable age of the Tower. With respect to the age
of the Tower and its rootedness to the site, the interventions are ephemeral, yet by the standards of modernday design, they are solid and durable (albeit easily removable). The interventions were low-cost, and have
proven their durability by the fact that, six years after completion, everything is in good condition, even the
oak floor of the tower. The paving is durable and easy to repair should this be required.

K. 		

Interior design and furnishing
The furnishings here are exterior furnishings: concrete cubes and cuboids, which are colour matched with the
exterior palette of the Tower, and blend in well with the landscape.
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VII. Users
A.		

Description of those who use or benefit from the project
The Tower has become a local village facility for weddings and other celebrations. It is also well-used
by educational groups who come here to partake in creative activities, making models and other projects
inspired by the building (and by the modern interventions). Many of the users are local, and come from the
small village of Huercal-Overa, which is neither wealthy nor poor. The Tower is also visited by tourists from
around the world.

B. 		

Response to project by clients, users, community, etc.

		

What do architectural professionals and the cultural “intelligentsia” think about the project?

		

The project has been featured in several articles indicating that it is seen to be an intervention of interest, and
one that is not the standard run-of-the-mill restoration or design project.

		

What is the popular reaction to the project?
I asked some local residents what they thought of the project – a local restaurant owner in the village said that
his memory of the Tower was going on adventures there as a nine- or ten-year-old, and that it was good to see
it restored and used. He said that one of his cousins had had their wedding there recently. Another woman I
spoke to said that, initially, from a distance they thought that it was going to be a totally new building, but
when they went to visit, they were happy to find that the all the old parts that they remember were still there.
A design inscribed on the vault of the uppermost chamber (thought to be a “tree of life”) was taken by a local
graphic designer and used to produce a logo and a wide range of merchandise for the village under the slogan
The Tree of Life – Huercal-Overa. This logo features prominently in literature produced about the village
and on T-shirts worn by people from the village as they travel the world (the Huercal Overan’s standard selfie
T-shirt!). The Tower also features as the profile picture of a Huercal-Overa events Facebook page.

		

What do neighbours and those in the immediate vicinity think about the project?

		

The village residents are proud of their local landmark, and the most striking evidence of this is the fact that
they now use the site for community celebrations such as weddings and celebrations of confirmation. It is a
sincere mark of appreciation for the building and the quality of the work that it is now used for a wide range
of events which the architects never intended. The village council is also very active in promoting the Tower,
and employs a tour-guide/animator to bring it to life and tell visitors about its historic significance. They
describe the tour guide as “the soul of the Tower”.

VIII. Persons Involved
Mercedes Miras Varela and Luis Castillo Villegas (Architects)
José Luis Lorenzo Jimenez (Construction and Conservation Manager)
Juan Dominguez Carreño (Architect, Head of Restoration at the Department of Cultural Affairs of Andalucía
Regional Government)
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Alfredo Valdivia, (Representative of Department of Cultural Affairs of the regional government in Almería)
Domingo Fernandez Zurano, (Mayor of Huercal Overa)
Elena Sanchez Castellon (Tour Guide)
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Site plan

The Nasrid Tower was originally the main architectural feature of a small fortress, a marker of the
Muslim frontier.

The archaeological evidence suggests that the first level of the Tower may date from the 12th or 13th
centuries, while the top two levels are from the 14th century. The fortress was gradually abandoned and
in semi- ruined state.

The office container and the staircase tower are designed to look like cast-away transport objects made
of pre-rusted steel to convey the sense of their ephemerality with regards to the tower.

As a visitor attraction, the site needed a few essential basic requirements – one was an office for the
staff, the other was toilet facilities, which are both housed in an iron container.

The landscaping consists of
cast concrete strips set into
a mortar, small pebbles and
concrete blocks of square and
rectangular form to enable
access to the hilltop where the
Tower is located.

While the restoration of the Tower itself was carried out as a meticulous conservation project restoring
like for like (using lime mortar and rammed earth), the interventions were conceived as being visibly
modern.

The platform at the top of the stairs recalls one of the main purposes of the original
Tower, as a look out.
In the interior, much of the mortar finish had disappeared and the architects chose not to re-plaster the
Tower to enable the construction techniques of the vaults to be seen. The new wooden floor is placed on
the original structure in a way that makes it perfectly removable.

